PPP accumulated traffic

The PPP accumulated traffic counters are displayed on the Diagnostic Status page (Diagnostic/ Status/ Status) and also on the PPP outgoing Connection page (System Setup/ Communication/ Network connections/ Modem/ Outgoing/ Global).

The 'PPP accumulated incoming traffic' and the 'PPP accumulated outgoing traffic' indicates the number of bytes send out or received through the PPP connection (modem connection like PSTN, GPRS, etc).

The counters are updated every 10 minutes and at every connection termination.

These counters are also available by scripting using the PppClOut and PppClIn counters.

BytesExchanged:
SetSys INF, "Load"
A$ = Getsys INF, "PppClOut"
Print "Data out= "; A$
A$ = Getsys INF, "PppClIn"
Print "Data In ="; A$
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